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Increase the Benefits of Your Cloud ERP

Over the last two years, businesses learned—some the hard way—that agility matters 
when it comes to IT. Enabling employees to access apps and data from any device or location 
quickly became a business imperative during the global pandemic, and today it remains an 
expectation of most employees. As such, more businesses are migrating their business-
critical applications, like employee resource planning (ERP), from private data centers to the 
cloud to help ensure accessibility by all. Businesses that have standardized on Oracle for 
their ERP services are now moving their legacy ERP applications to the cloud.

Though there are many benefits of migrating Oracle ERP to the cloud—providing 
accessibility, scalability, and performance, often in a more cost-effective way than with 
legacy solutions—moving these applications can come with significant challenges. The 
process of migrating massive, legacy ERP workloads can entail significant (and even project-
ending) issues for businesses that choose to go it alone. The top three technical and cultural 
problems faced by businesses are:
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With the sensitive data generated and used in the ERP system, and the importance of 
such services to the enterprise, the stakes of a failed migration are high. As a result, many 
businesses choose to engage with a trusted partner who has the expertise and experience 
to ensure a successful migration. Among Oracle ERP users surveyed by Frost & Sullivan 
in late 2021, 70% have at least some of their cloud-based ERP workloads managed by a 
third- party provider. Less than 30% are managing their ERP workloads within their in-house 
IT department. By 2023, 87% expect to use a managed service provider (Partner/Service 
Partner) for ongoing management of their ERP workloads.

Businesses seeking a partner to assist with the migration of Oracle to the cloud need a savvy 
provider with a proven record of success in Oracle migrations to the cloud. They also seek to 
meet specific business goals, including:

What can the right managed service partner bring to businesses? The right Partner/Service 
Partner can offer critical planning and migrating expertise in Oracle ERP deployment. 
Providers that have experience moving Oracle applications into the cloud are well-positioned 
to help plan and execute new Oracle migrations. Many MSPs will help the business create 
a transformation roadmap, showing how and when an Oracle migration can provide the 
best returns for the business. They can also offer application service-level agreements that 
ensure that critical Oracle applications are performing to the level the business requires. 
Some providers also offer global capabilities to ensure that business-critical Oracle 
databases are available around the globe, regardless of where teams need to access them.

Security and regulatory compliance of the data used by Oracle applications is also of 
the highest importance because ERP applications typically involve sensitive customer 
or employee data. Data breaches or leaks can damage a business to the point of ruin, so 
utilizing a provider who makes security a prime focus offers a level of comfort that a DIY 
approach does not.
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Finally, by offloading the management of Oracle workloads to a Partner/Service Partner, 
the business can augment its in-house expertise and free up its team for more innovative 
projects that can drive productivity and service delivery.

Customers that have already engaged a Partner/Service Partner to assist with their Oracle 
ERP workload migrations are achieving their desired results thanks to the expertise and 
experience of their chosen managed ERP provider.

• 72% of customers improved their customer service
• 67% refocused their staff on higher-value work
• 62% improved ERP workload security and compliance

The proof is in the results: 93% of managed ERP users say that they are satisfied or very 
satisfied with their managed ERP provider. By extension, they are satisfied with the benefits 
they realize by migrating Oracle applications to the cloud. Migrating such mission-critical 
workloads, which generate and use such sensitive data, can be fraught with challenges and 
most enterprises feel they do not have the proper expertise in-house to assure a successful 
execution. Using trusted managed services can mitigate these challenges and help ensure 
cloud ERP deployment success.
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